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prophet muhammad (pbuh) would often say: "you should recite the quran as it was revealed and as it is recited in its entirety. in my view, the prophet muhammad (pbuh) gave you this thing in the way he recited the quran: you should recite it slowly, as i recite it. whenever i recite the quran, i repeat
everything i have seen in my mind first, and then i say it in my heart. just read the prophet muhammad (pbuh) and follow his example in recitation of the quran. prophet muhammad (pbuh) and the people who knew him said: 'we felt the people (of the past) reciting the quran in an unauthentic way. what really

happened was that the prophet muhammad (pbuh) recited it in the manner in which he recited it. by allah, whoever recites the quran in the way he recited the quran, we will love him after he dies.' for arabic-speaking muslims, the quran mushaf written in perso-arabic script is usually used in quran
memorization as people may find it easy to read its language and understand the meaning of the text. these verses are part of the quran and they were conveyed to us by the prophet muhammad. these verses were originally written in arabic language by the prophet muhammad and a prophet is an archangel

that god sends to teach the people and to convey the divine message. the quran was originally in arabic and was written by allah in the form of a prophet (peace be upon him), so allah guided his prophet (peace be upon him) to write the quran in the language of arabs. it wasn't until after the caliphate
established that the quran was recorded in writing in the form of verses. these verses have been preserved for all time, but the quran was changed into other than it originally was. the prophet wrote his message in the form of his prophethood and the different parts of the quran came together to form the

quran in the form of the verses. this is the reason why the verses in the quran are the same, but sometimes they sound different, and that is because of the different methods of translation that the quran was recorded in.
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the continuous adherence to the sunnah is a blessed practice that has led mankind to
perfection in obedience. this is the sunnah as taught by the messenger of allah, and used by

the prophet's companions, and all those who practiced it after them. in the quranic text,
allah said, "and with you is the best guidance." (11:51) the prophet muhammad was the last

of the prophets. the present day prophet is the new prophet. the past prophets and
messengers were for a time, and will forever be known. the teachings are beautiful, but the
quran is perfect and beautiful and cannot be enhanced by human efforts or wisdom. every

time you need help, ask allah's help. praise, worship, supplication to allah and asking for his
help will help you in every situation. we are told that the day we ask for help, allah will come
to our aid. this is the saying of the prophet himself in a hadith narrated by ibn asakir. if you
do not understand, ask. if you do not pray, ask. if you do not recite the quran, ask. if you do
not correct your behavior, ask. if you do not turn to allah, ask. there are so many aspects of

our lives that we cannot live without allah's help. since we will always require help from
allah, it is logical that we must constantly ask for help and solve our problems. do not leave
anything out of it. do not act out of your own wisdom. use the quran only and ask allah for
help. as prophet muhammad said, "what is closer to me than the quran is the right hand of
allah." (sunan abi dawud 3841) the holy quran teaches that when the people of the quran

were there, there was no book like it. whatever words and explanations were given in these
books were wrongly used and misinterpreted by some ulema and scholars. 5ec8ef588b
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